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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I

t was a most unusual funeral. On April 29, 2017, 20 people walked
mournfully through Toronto’s Kensington neighbourhood. Incense
wafted from the front of the procession, followed by a saxophone player
and a traditional drummer. Behind them, two people carried a mock casket.
People followed with protest signs. Who was the object of their mourning?
Actually, it was no person at all. The ceremony was a “Requiem for Rental
Housing.” And, according to these protesters, the neighbourhood’s long-term
rentals did not die a natural death. They were murdered. And the killer was the
short-term rental company, Airbnb.1
It was not the first time Toronto had witnessed a public demonstration
against the “sharing economy,” and nor was it the most dramatic. In December
of 2015, Toronto cab drivers took to the streets to protest Uber, the largest
ride-sharing company in the world. They slowed down traffic at major access
points and blocked an ambulance. One cab driver banged on the window of
an Uber driver and held onto the car door handle as the car sped off, dragging
him away from city hall. The man had driven a cab for 22 years and even
compared Uber to the terrorist group ISIS. One of his colleagues claimed half
of his taxi business had been lost to Uber.2
The sharing economy, illustrated by Uber, has challenged the status quo in
far more places than Toronto. Over the past decade, Airbnb and Uber have
spread around the world and created new ways for people to offer services and
utilize their personal capital resources to make money. Consumers have
recognized the value of such services as shown by their willingness to pay for
them. However, the loud outcry from those threatened by such changes has
often found the ears and minds of our policymakers. This should not
necessarily be the case. Every innovation that advances a country’s economy
will also threaten another part of it. This reality, called “creative destruction,”
has been acknowledged for a long time. It is the unavoidable price of
advancement, which involves one thing being abandoned due to something
else – something better – being embraced. One day, Uber and Airbnb may
themselves be on the losing end of this process.

1

Noor Javed, “Protesters Take Aim at Short-Term Rentals in Kensington Market”, Toronto Star
(30 April 2017), online: <thestar.com/news/gta/2017/04/30/protesters-take-aim-at-short-termrentals-in-kensington-market.html>.
2
Daniel Tencer, “Toronto Uber Protest Spirals Out of Control (VIDEO)”, The Huffington Post
Canada (9 December 2015), online: <huffingtonpost.ca/2015/12/09/uber-protest-torontocabbie-dragged-by-car_n_8760328.html>.
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The question is, should we use public policy to prevent creative destruction
and protect ourselves from innovation and advancement? Of course not!

I. NO PAIN, NO GAIN
Uber and Airbnb have
much more in common than
being popular targets for
protests and mock funerals.
They also fall into that
particular stream of the
sharing economy, known as
the “gig economy,” which is
noted for its intensified use of
personally-owned
capital
resources. They both started
at roughly the same time and
in the same city, San
Francisco. Airbnb started in
2008 to allow people to rent out part or all of their homes for short-term
accommodations.3 Uber began in 2009 to allow people without a taxi license
to offer rides,4 and to get paid doing so, in their own vehicles. Both companies
have experienced remarkable growth. 5 Uber now operates in 633 cities in 82
countries and is valued at US $50 billion,6 while Airbnb currently boasts 4
million listings in 65,000 cities7 and 191 countries.8 Guest arrivals have already
surpassed 260 million rooms rented.

3

See e.g. Jessica Salter, “Airbnb: The Story behind the $1.3bn Room-Letting Website”, The
Telegraph (7 September 2012), online: <telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/9525267/AirbnbThe-story-behind-the-1.3bn-room-letting-website.html>.
4
See Jonathan Hall & Alan Krueger, “An Analysis of the Labor Market for Uber’s DriverPartners in the United States” (2015) National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper
No 22843.
5
Scott Shatford, “2015 in Review – Airbnb Data in the USA” (January 7, 2016), AirDNA
(blog), online: <blog.airdna.co/2015-in-review-airbnb-data-for-the-usa/>.
6
See Uber, “International Sites”, accessed 11 July 2018, online: <uber.com/en-CA/countrylist/>.
7
Airbnb, “How it works”, Airbnb (blog), online: <airbnb.ca/events?locale=en>.
8
Connie Loizos, “Airbnb’s managing director of international business development has also
left” (October 2017), Tech Crunch (blog), online: techcrunch.com/2017/10/24/airbnbsmanaging-director-of-international-business-development-has-also-left/?ncid=rss.
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Until the advent of Uber in 2009, calling a cab was almost the only way,
without owning or renting a car, to ride personally from point A to B. The
launch of Uber created a rift between the new supplier and the traditional
suppliers – the cab drivers. Licenses were restricted by governments so that that
cabbies would be kept busy and their businesses profitable. This restriction, or
barrier to entry, was acknowledged, among others, by the Vancouver Taxi
Association (“VTA”) on March 9, 2017. The VTA called on the province to
cap the number of ride-sharing vehicles, saying:
The problem is that there are not enough cabs, because the Vancouver Taxi
Association has been denied additional licenses to meet the demand … The Vancouver
taxi companies are not insisting on a monopoly. But the reason why the number of
taxi licenses has been restricted
historically has been to prevent
destructive competition. That
rationale still applies. If there is
no restriction on the number of
licenses, there will be a free-for-all
that will result in a situation
where no one can make a living.9
10

The concept of supply
management is not new for
Canada, the city of Vancouver,
nor for many other Canadian
cities. In fact, most cities have
experienced
the
creative
destruction process before,
especially in the taxi cab business; a case in point is the Canadian Taxi Wars,
waged between 1925 and 1950. This 25-year war saw to the decrease of fares,
but also to the decrease of driver incomes, after barriers-to-entry surrounding
the taxi business were relaxed. By the 1920’s, the Canadian cab industry began
to experience an innovative transition. The “old-line” cab companies – which
had made substantial investments into specially-built cabs, telephone
switchboards, garages, taximeters, and the required municipal, hotel, and
railway concessions – were being challenged by newer owner-operators.

9

Jenni Sheppard, “Vancouver Taxi Association Calls for Cap on Rideshare Drivers”, Daily Hive
(9 March 2017), online: <dailyhive.com/vancouver/rideshare-vancouver-uber-tax-association.
10
Thor Berger, Chinchih Chen & Carl B Frey, “Drivers of Disruption? Estimating the Uber
Effect” (23 January 2017), Oxford Martin School, online:
<www.oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk/publications/view/2387>.
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The old ways of doing
business
were
being
challenged by the adoption
of stock-built five-passenger
automobiles, instead of
special-built seven-passenger
sedans, which were still used
by the “old-line” companies.
In addition, the newer
owner-operators did not pay
parking concessions to
hotels and railway stations
to wait for customers;
rather, the new-owner
operators simply began
parking on public streets.
When cheaper taxis were sought, customers would simply hail them in lieu of
the more expensive options. Standard cars without parking concessions
allowed newer owner-operators to enter the taxi market and offer a less
expensive, alternative service.
The last transformation of the industry came with the introduction of taxi
brokers, which were booking services similar to modern reception centres.
With taxi brokers, newer owner-operators did not have to maintain
switchboards; they simply took dispatches from one central operator. Taxi
brokers would eventually offer owners-operators access to corporate advertising
and garages. Many Taxi brokers did not own any vehicles. The final cost of
entry into the taxi industry had substantially decreased, and the number of cabs
soared. Between 1924 and 1929, for example, the number of cabs nearly
doubled, going up to 414 in Winnipeg and 1,313 in Toronto. This increase in
competition forced the “old-line” cab companies, who could not compete due
to their higher overhead costs, to falter and close shop. Competition drove cab
fares down to the same level as public transit fares, making taxicab rides
affordable for even more commuters.11
As prices continued to plummet with the influx of new owner-operator taxi
cabs, those who were unable to compete would be on the losing end of the
disruption and would beg for regulatory reform and protection from low-priced
competition. The “old-line” companies lead the charge, as they needed higher
fares to survive. Close behind them were other transit companies demanding
11

Donald F Davis, “The Canadian Taxi Wars, 1925–1950” (1998) 27:1 Urban History Rev 7.
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regulations, as the newer owner-operators challenged the local public transport
monopolies. Both the “old-line” and other transit companies viewed taxi cabs
as a public utility that worked best within a single unified system. Cities that
wished to limit competition would seek uniform fares, sealed and mandatory
taximeters, tougher vehicle standards, restrictions on entry into the industry,
minimum wages, and maximum working-hour regulations for drivers, and
compulsory personal liability insurance. Together these measures were enough
to drive out many marginal operators.12 Does this sound familiar?
With increased regulations and limits, profits are able to be maintained by
older companies and present drivers of the status quo, but all at the expense of
consumers. Riders must continue to endure long waits and high prices in the
status quo, because there are fewer taxicabs than there would be in an
unregulated market. Contrary to the taxi drivers’ claim, a free market does not
mean that no one can make a living. It may mean, however, that some suppliers
who have higher costs than their competitors simply cannot compete and are,
therefore, squeezed out of the market. The free market, in general, brings
equilibrium to the market where competing companies and their workers offer
service at prices agreeable to the employer, the employee, and the consumer.
Taxi companies and drivers recognize that if more drivers enter the market,
through ride-sharing services such as Uber, there will be increased competition,
and consequently, their salaries and the value of their taxi licenses will decrease.
Therefore, restrictions on competition prevent the natural equilibrium from
occurring, increasing the prices and limiting the supply.13

II. DRIVER INCOME EFFECTS
Taxi drivers have less reason to worry about their incomes than they may
have thought. An empirical study published in 2017 shows that the
establishment of Uber increases the market for rides, meaning that taxis can,
in fact, maintain their market share while Uber picks up the gains.14 The author
of this study summarized the findings as follows:

12

Ibid at 14.
Similarly, hospitality unions have been large funders of Fairbnb, an organization that aims to
limit Airbnb in the name, or perhaps pretense, of fairness. One may assume their financial
support is not just misplaced altruism, but also represents an effort to preserve their jobs,
because they might be lost if the hotel industry is hindered by the proliferation of Airbnb
hosts.
14
Lee Harding, “Finally a Ticket to Ride” (21 September 2017), Frontier Centre For Public
Policy, online: <fcpp.org/2017/09/21/finally-a-ticket-to-ride/>.
13
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Dr. Carl B. Frey of Oxford Martin School compared American cities with and without
Uber. The results were somewhat surprising. The presence of Uber seemed to cut the
income for salaried taxi drivers by about 10 per cent. Even so, self-employed cabbies
actually saw their incomes increase by 10%. Meanwhile, the number of self-employed
drivers increased by 50%. Uber drivers earned more per hour than their counterparts
in taxis, likely Uber is more efficient at getting a driver to connect with a passenger.
This means a greater percentage of the driver’s time is spent with rider inside and the
meter running.15

16

15
16

Ibid.
Berger et al, supra note 10.
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III. DRIVER SLAVERY OR IMPROVED SERVICE?
In 2015, Hall and Krueger demonstrated that the “free-for-all” driverslavery scenario envisioned by the Vancouver Taxi Association does not take
place.19 They compared the median wages of Uber drivers to taxi drivers in over
18 cities in the United States. In 16 of the cities, the Uber driver made more
money.20 The gap between the average Uber driver, at $19.19 per hour, and the
average taxi driver and chauffeur, at $12.90, was almost $6.29, or almost 50

19
20

See Hall & Krueger supra note 4.
Ibid.
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percent higher.21 Although it is possible that Uber drivers cover more expenses,
the authors did not envision that it would exceed the gap, meaning that Uber
drivers were still paid more.22 Also, the sharing economy employs a much
younger demographic than the workforce at large, meaning it is more likely to
capture people just entering the business than it is likely to displace those
already in it.23
The growth of both Uber and Airbnb did not occur in North America
during an era of widespread creative destruction, nor did it destroy efficient
businesses. The fact that the impressive gains in these two industries followed
the 2008 financial crisis makes that accomplishment even more profound.
Caballero and Hammour analyzed the job market in the early 1970s to
2001.24 Their results were surprising. The authors found that job restructuring
occurs less during recessions than in times of normal or accelerated growth.25

A.

ECONOMIC EFFECTS

Does this mean that Uber and Airbnb captured more of the market during
a time of economic growth? Generally, cost minimization measures tend to
appear during economic downturns and not during periods of growth. That is
exactly what the sharing economy does, according to Juliet Schor:
Sharing economy sites are generally lower in cost than market alternatives. Particularly
with P2P [person-to-person] sites, value can be redistributed across the supply chain to
producers and consumers and away from “middlemen,” in part because producers’
costs are lower. An Airbnb host, for example, can deliver a room more cheaply than a
hotel. The platforms’ fees are also lower than what established businesses extract in
profits [Airbnb’s maximum fee is 15%].26

In times of low demand, the empirical research shows that Uber offers rides
at prices up to 30 percent lower than cab fares. However, at times of peak
demand, its surge pricing algorithm raises prices. This counterbalances high

21

Ibid.
Ibid.
23
Jennifer Rossa & Anne Riley Moffat, “These Charts Show How the Sharing Economy Is
Different”, Bloomberg (15 June 2015), online: <bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-0615/these-charts-show-how-the-sharing-economy-is-different>.
24
See e.g. Ricardo J Caballero & Mohamad L Hammour. “Creative Destruction and
Development: Institutions, Crises, and Restructuring” (2000) National Bureau of Economic
Research Working Paper No 7849, online: <nber.org/papers/w7849.pdf>.
25
Ibid.
26
Juliet Schor, “Debating the Sharing Economy”, Great Transition Initiative (October 2014),
online: <greattransition.org/images/GTI_publications/Schor_Debating_the_Sharing_
Economy.pdf>.
22
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demand to ensure customers are accommodated with the shortest possible wait
times, while drivers and owners maximizing profits.

IV. PROTECTIONISM, PURE AND SIMPLE
It is not unusual for those who are threatened by change to try to persuade
policy makers to erect barriers to entry and prohibit what they see as new
competition. New competition brings disruption to the industry. So naturally,
the existing companies will seek regulations and protection. This explains why,
despite the clear benefits, both Uber and Airbnb have had to face numerous
hurdles. Seoul, Berlin, Hamburg,27 and Austin, Texas, for example, have
banned Uber outright. Even where Uber has been allowed to do business, it
27

Jeff Bercovici, “The Bear Case For Uber (Yes, There Is One)”, Forbes (28 July 2014), online:
<forbes.com/sites/jeffbercovici/2014/07/28/the-bear-case-for-uber/2/#edbedf4184aa>.
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has often faced excessive regulations. Edmonton was the first city in Canada to
officially sanction Uber.28 The City spent $1.5M during Uber’s first year to
enforce their regulations for ride-sharing services.29 278 tickets for violating the
regulations were issues to Uber drivers, all of them were dismissed.30 No doubt,
the United Cabbies Association of Edmonton, “Stop Uber for Public Safety”,
campaign helped inspire this legal persecution, despite seemingly having little
basis.
Government protectionism, as regulatory policies, often shields local
businesses from competition by increasing the policies, taxes, and discouraging
competition. Such measures, of course, have the same consequence, whether
implemented locally or nationally, resulting in an increase in prices paid by
consumers to suppliers whose costs are higher than the competitors the
government discriminates against. This type of protectionism is usually
defended because it protects jobs and wages for the people already in the
shielded industry. However, if the consumer was really interested in paying
higher prices to suppliers to ensure that the supplier was “making enough,”
they would simply tip the driver more for the service they receive.
Basic economic theory shows that whenever supply of the equilibrium
quantity of a service is limited, the price for that service increases more than in
a free-market. This means that there will be a reduction in the consumers’
surplus, which is the consumer benefit measured by the difference between the
amount the consumer is willing to pay and the actual amount they paid. The
reduction in consumers’ benefits is due to an increase in inefficient producers’
welfare (producers’ surplus). The lost economic efficiency is due to the market
distortion known as a deadweight loss. In the case of ridesharing regulation,
this means consumers pay higher prices and the availability of ride services is
reduces to protect high-cost suppliers.

28

Elise Stolte, “Lawyer: Uber Drivers Have Never Been Convicted in Edmonton”, Edmonton
Sun (18 June 2017), online: <edmontonsun.com/2017/06/18/lawyer-uber-drivers-have-neverbeen-convicted-in-edmonton/wcm/fecdc432-7239-47d6-84d6-34826be12134>.
29
Ibid.
30
Ibid.
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The Canadian taxi and limousine service industry is comprised of
approximately 18,725 businesses that divide up nearly $2.7B in revenues,
paying out US $1.2 billion in wages. Due to a variety of operating regulatory
regimes across the country, the industry’s “growth and profitability are affected
by consumer spending, corporate profits, inbound international travel, the
world price of oil, and new vehicle sales.”31 To understand the extent of local
industries one can review the taxi cab industry in a few Canadian cities. For
instance, Calgary has a population of approximately 1.4 million being served

31

Manitoba Taxicab Board, “Summary Overview of the Taxicab Industry in Winnipeg” (2016),
online: <gov.mb.ca/mr/taxicab/pubs/summary_overview-of-the-taxicab-industry2016.pdf>.
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by 1,411 taxi cabs, approximately one taxi for every 1,000 people.32 Edmonton
has approximately 1.3 million people, served by 1,319 taxis, again
approximately one taxi for every 1,000 people.33 Toronto has a population of
about 2.8 million people and 4,849 licensed taxicabs, which results of
approximately 1.73 taxis for every 1,000 people. It is worth noting, that
Toronto’s taxis are licensed to only 2,422 people.34 Toronto’s taxicabs delivered
approximately 21.5 million fares per year. Close to 780,000 people reside in
Winnipeg and are serviced by 750 taxi licenses, which is approximately 0.96
taxis per 1,000 people.35 In 2015, Winnipeg’s taxicabs delivered close to 3.13
million fares.36 These numbers indicate that, on average, more than 4,000 trips
are made per taxi license annually. Since these licenses are usually owned by
only a few companies, these companies have a large financial incentive to lobby
government to restrict ride-sharing companies, like Uber, from entering the
market and undercutting taxi companies.
The hospitality industry is no different. Airbnb has succeeded in operating
in more jurisdictions than Uber, but its capacity has often been restricted,
thanks to groups such as Fairbnb. Many cities have restricted Airbnb rentals to
a certain number of calendar days annually or only to bedrooms in the primary
suite of the host, thereby banning secondary suites or independent units. These
restrictions only comprise 5.5 percent of the listings in the United States in
2015, although a few of these cities had already introduced such restrictions.
Of these 19,800 Airbnb listings represent only 0.003 percent of total homes —
a negligible impact on general housing availability.37

32

Helen Pike, “Calgary’s Taxi Plate Market Tanking after Uber New Plate Approval”, Metro
Calgary (1 December 2016), online: <www.metronews.ca/news/calgary/2016/12/01/calgarytaxi-plate-market-tanking-uber-new-plate-approval.html>.
33
Julia Wong, “Ride-Sharing Licences Soar in Edmonton 1 Year after Bylaw”, Global News (7
August 2017), online: <globalnews.ca/news/3652982/ride-sharing-licences-soar-in-edmonton-1year-after-bylaw/>.
34
City of Toronto, “Toronto’s Taxicab Industry Discussion Paper” (September 2012), online:
<toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2012/ls/bgrd/backgroundfile-50094.pdf>.
35
Manitoba Taxicab Board, supra note 31 at 5.
36
Ibid at 9.
37
Shatford, supra note 5.
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A ban on suites that are not in
the primary residence of the
owner, represents a much greater
imposition. Whole suites comprise
an overwhelming portion of the
Airbnb revenues, a ban on Airbnb
all but eliminates this revenue
stream, except for times owners are
away from their primary residences
and rent them out. 38
The Canadian experience
parallels the experience in the
United States. An analysis by the
Hotel Association of Canada
shows that between April 2015 and
March 2017, Airbnb listings
almost doubled, with 100,500
listings making more than a halfbillion dollars in revenues. Whole
unit rentals comprised nearly 70
percent of these listings. About 7
percent of hosts list more than one
whole unit, accounting for 19
percent of the units, and 30
percent of the revenue generated.
Units that rent more than 180 days
annually number at only 5 percent
but comprise 20 percent of the
annual revenues.39

38

Ibid.
Susie Grynol, “An Overview of Airbnb and the Hotel Sector in Canada” (13 September
2017), Hotel Association of Canada, online: <www.mha1.ca/library/HAC-Airbnb-ReportFinal.pdf>.
39
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If people can make more money on short-term rentals than on long-term
rentals or living in the space themselves, the market should allow that to
happen. Even if it does not mean a more intense use of space, it does mean a
more intense use of housing capital on that space. Airbnb facilitates tourism
for those who might otherwise not be able to afford it, meaning more money
is spent in the neighbourhoods and cities that allow for such residency. A
recent comprehensive study in 2017 by Smith Travel Research shows that
across 13 global markets that Airbnb listings did not affect hotel demand and
revenues. However, a study conducted in Texas by Zervas, Proserpio, and Byers
demonstrated a very minor negative impact of about 0.05 percent decrease in
hotel revenues for every 1 percent increase in Airbnb listings.41
Similarly, the impressive rise of Airbnb in Canada does not seem to have
affected hotel accommodation. Airbnb unit listings have almost doubled
40

Shatford, supra note 5.
Georgios Zervas, Davide Proserpio & John W Byers “The Rise of the Sharing Economy:
Estimating the Impact of Airbnb on the Hotel Industry”(2016) 54:5 J Marketing Research
687–705, online: <journals.ama.org/doi/abs/10.1509/jmr.15.0204>, cited in Makarand
Mody, Courtney Suess & Tarik Dogru, “Comparing Apples and Oranges? Examining the
Impacts of Airbnb on Hotel Performance in Boston” (2017) 6:2 Boston Hospitality Rev at para
2, online: <bu.edu/bhr/2017/06/07/airbnb-in-boston/>.
41
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annually over the last few years, whereas hotel room capacity has also risen at a
very steady rate of about one percent per year. Hotel rooms still outnumber
Airbnb units at a rate of 6.5 to 1. The Hotel Association of Canada estimates
that in 2016, hotel guests contributed roughly $2.2B in consumer taxes and
fees based solely on room revenues. Similarly, Airbnb contributed roughly
$85M in taxes and fees.42
Historical precedent tells us that the outcry of cab companies over Uber or
hospitality unions over Airbnb should be expected. The reasons for it are no
different than the taxi wars that took place in many cities last century.
Fortunately, empirical studies have demonstrated repeatedly that the
disruption caused by the sharing economy is much less than the cab companies
and Fairbnb have claimed. Even to the extent disruptions exist, this should not
sway policy makers from using regulations efficiently for the protection of
consumers. Basic economic theory tells us that protectionism only results in
higher production costs, allocative inefficiency of resources and limited
consumer choice all at the consumers expense. Destruction of the old only
occurs as much as new businesses provide better and cheaper services.

42
43

Grynol, supra note 39.
Ibid.
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44

Policy makers should not fear the price of progress, but they should
embrace it as the direct effect of something good being replaced by something
that is better.
45

44
45

Ibid.
Ibid.
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V. THE PARADOX OF PROGRESS
Creative destruction represents the necessary condition to reap the benefits
of innovation and capitalism: better service at a better price for consumers.
Nevertheless, the Vancouver Taxi Association described an open market for
rides as “destructive competition,” but a fuller perspective would see it simply
as “creative destruction.” Joseph Schumpeter first defined this concept in his
important 1942 work, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy:
The opening up of new markets, foreign or domestic, and the organizational
development from the craft shop to such concerns as U.S. Steel illustrate the same
process of industrial mutation — if I may use that biological term — that incessantly
revolutionizes the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one,
incessantly creating a new one. This process of Creative Destruction is the essential
fact about capitalism. It is what capitalism consists in and what every capitalist concern
has got to live in.46

Protectionism, whether for cabbies or anyone else, hinders productivity. In
2004, economists for the National Bureau of Economic Research analyzed
labour in 60 countries, and found the following:
By impairing worker movements from less to more productive units, effective labour
protection reduces aggregate output and slows down economic growth. We estimated
that moving from the 20th to the 80th percentile for job security lowers annual
productivity growth by as much as 1.7 per cent.47

As W Michael Cox and Richard Alm have written:
The ironic point of Schumpeter’s iconic phrase is this: societies that try to reap the
gain of creative destruction without the pain find themselves enduring the pain but
not the gain.48

And, as the authors say:
Herein lies the paradox of progress. A society cannot reap the rewards of creative
destruction without accepting that some individuals might be worse off, not just in the
short term, but perhaps forever. At the same time, attempts to soften the harsher
aspects of creative destruction by trying to preserve jobs or protect industries will lead
to stagnation and decline, short-circuiting the march of progress.49

46

W Michael Cox & Richard Alm, “Creative Destruction”, Library of Economics and Liberty
(5 February 2018), online: <econlib.org/library/Enc/CreativeDestruction.html>, quoting
Joseph A Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy (London: Routledge, 1994) at 83.
47
Steven N. Durlauf & Lawrence E. Blume, eds, Economic Growth (Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2009) at 27.
48
Cox & Alm, supra note 46.
49
Ibid.
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Although creative destruction may make a few suppliers victims to
innovation and progress, protectionism makes all consumers victims of limited
choice and higher prices.

VI. TODAY’S WINNERS MAY BE TOMORROW’S LOSERS
Uber and Airbnb are the latest examples of new industries that
undermined older ones. Cox and Alm have qualitatively demonstrated this
with examples from the United States. At the turn of the 20th century, 109,000
people made carriages or harnesses and 238,000 were blacksmiths; today such
jobs are few. In 1920, 2.1 million worked for railroads, which today employ
fewer than 200,000. Sawyers, masons, and miners cannot be found in the top
30 occupations today as they did in 1900, but medical technicians, engineers,
and computer scientists can.50 The passage of time makes clear how foolish it
would have been to artificially sustain such industries by regulations. However,
policy makers are still tempted to preserve old industries, as Cox and Alm
explain:
Even with the higher living standards, however, the constant flux of free enterprise is
not always welcome. The disruption of lost jobs and shuttered businesses is immediate,
while the payoff from creative destruction comes mainly in the long term. As a result,
societies will always be tempted to block the process of creative destruction,
implementing policies to resist economic change.
Attempts to save jobs almost always backfire. Instead of going out of business,
inefficient producers hang on, at a high cost to consumers or taxpayers. The tinkering
short-circuits market signals that shift resources to emerging industries. It saps the
incentives to introduce new products and production methods, leading to stagnation,
layoffs, and bankruptcies.51

The inefficient producer can only be protected at the expense of the
consumer who must have fewer choices and higher prices. Politicians who side
with protectionism, increasing the cost to consumers and limiting the
consumers choice, may discover consumers selecting the alternative at the
ballot box. In a democratic capitalist society, one that believes in the principles
of a free market economy, this result would be just.
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